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Abstract:  With the advancement of the robotics world, many path-planning 

algorithms have been proposed. One of the important algorithms is the Rapidly 

Exploring Random Tree (RRT) but with the drawback of not guaranteeing the optimal 

path. This paper solves this problem by proposing a Memorized RRT Optimization 

Algorithm (MRRTO Algorithm) using memory as an optimization step. The algorithm 

obtains a single path from the start point, and another from the target point to store 

only the last visited new node. The method for computing the nearest node depends 

on the position, when a new node is added, the RRT function checks if there is another 

node closer to the new node rather than that is closer to the goal point. Simulation 

results with different environments show that the MRRTO outperforms the original  

RRT Algorithm, graph algorithms, and metaheuristic algorithms in terms of reducing 

time consumption, path length, and number of nodes used.   

Keywords: Robot path planning, Rapidly exploring random tree, Memorized RRT 

Optimization Algorithm, Sampling-based method, Metaheuristic Algorithm. 

1. Introduction 

Mobile robots are useful for many various tasks, such robots for cleaning floors [1], 

production factories [2], the medicine domain [3] healthcare sector [4], and security 

[5-6]. The basic property of an intelligent mobile robot is the ability to autonomously 

navigate from a starting position to a particular goal position without human 

interaction [7-8]. The robotic path-planning problem has received a significant 

amount of interest with the development of robotic fields.  The problems of Path 

planning comprise finding a possible path from the starting point to the goal point 

[9]. Many algorithms adopted for path planning such as A* Algorithm, probabilistic 

road method, quadtrees, rapidly exploring random trees, Dijkstra Algorithm, D* and 

D* lite algorithms [10-12]. The environment type of robot motion is static, dynamic, 

or both, which determines the complexity of the problem [13]. A dynamic 

environment is where objects move and change their positions over time [14]. These 

types are categorized into completely known which comprises all information about 
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the environment, partially known when not all information about the obstacles exists 

at the path planning time and finally, there is nothing to know about the obstacles 

completely, named as totally unknown which requires some intelligent methods for 

making right decision [15]. 

The contribution of work in this paper is to solve the limitation of the previous 

version of the RRT Algorithm by enhancing it. The basic purpose is to reduce 

randomness, and execution time to get a solution near-optimal solution using memory 

as an optimization step. A single path is generated from two directions one from the 

start point and another from the target point to store only the last visited new node. 

In addition, the method for computing the nearest node depends on the position. In 

the improved algorithm when a new node is added RRT function checks if there is 

another node that is closer to the new node rather than the node that is closer to the 

goal point. This solution reduces path length, the number of nodes used, and time 

consumption.  

2. Related work 

There are many searches in the field on rapidly exploring random tree algorithm 

improvement. Some of the asymptotic studies are submitted in this section. 

In 2015, an asymptotically optimal randomized motion planning algorithm is 

introduced [16], which merges between the RRT∗ and RRT-Connect to solve 

problems of single-query path planning through the use of a bidirectional search. It 

proves its efficiency by applying it to many applications in the real world such as 

planning car trajectories in a parking garage for the autonomous vehicle CoCar, 

creating cost-efficient trajectories for the multi-legged walking robot LAURON V in 

a planetary exploration scenario, and achieving mobile manipulation tasks for our 

highly actuated service robot HoLLiE. The results show the RRT∗_Connect 

Algorithm reduces the time for path planning and enhancing performance, which led 

to its being very useful for autonomous robots and vehicles. 

In 2018, an Improved RRT Algorithm named RRT-Rectangular Algorithm was 

introduced [17] which solves the problem of 2D path planning that includes static 

obstacles. The basic idea is to pre-process the map by division into different sizes of 

rectangular elements and then the position of all points that generate path planning is 

in the center of safe rectangular elements; this led to robot motion only in safe 

environments. The results showed that the proposed RRT-Rectangular Algorithm 

outperforms than original RRT Algorithm in path length, which is closer to the 

optimal path. Especially in a complex environment with many obstacles, the shortest 

path is obtained.   

In 2021, present a proposed improved RRT Algorithm [18] in which the basic 

idea depends on the strategy of selecting the priority of the parent point and the 

strategy of real-time optimization. The parent point was selected before creating a 

new point at first and combined the real-time optimization strategy secondly, to make 

a comparison about the distance of a new point, its parent point, and two ancestor 

points to the goal point. Results showed that the proposed algorithm has a high rate 

of success approximately near to 100% when compared to the original  
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RRT Algorithm in 3D path planning. The points’ number, path planning time, and 

length of the path were reduced by about 93.25%, 91.49%, and 7.88%, respectively. 

In 2021, the study [19] solves the problem of path planning for urban low-

altitude UAV flights by improving on RRT-Connect Algorithm. The idea was to 

decrease the time planning of the algorithm through optimization for search step 

length and determine both the parent node and branch orientation. The search starts 

from the shortest parent node of the two trees, and the search is achieved in the Middle 

Direction for a path. The search step length is changed due to the field f view which 

is in an open field is cut down quickly. The direction of the main branch of the search 

tree is controlled by the angle to decrease the probability of the UAV turning sharply. 

The simulation results present that the improved RRT-connect produces less in both 

time and path length, which outperforms RTT-extend and Lazy-RTT. 

In 2021, a proposed triangular inequality-based RRT-Connect Algorithm using 

principles of triangular inequality is presented [20], which is one of improvement on 

the Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree-Connect Algorithm to get closer to the optimal 

solution. The findings from simulations introduce more efficiency for the proposed 

algorithm by decreasing the number of nodes used, path length, and planning time 

compared to the original RRT Algorithm and RRT-Connect Algorithm.  

In 2022, proposed a new sampling-based path planning method suitable for the 

autonomous navigation of quadruped robots named Multiple Informed RRT-Connect 

(MI-RRT-Connect) Algorithm [21]. It solves the limitation of the Informed RRT* 

Algorithm by using RRT-Connect to enhance the path by computing the cost of the 

parent node. The simulation results illustrate that the algorithm introduces the optimal 

path in less time outperforms on original Informed RRT* Algorithm and is well 

applied in a real quadruped robot. 

In 2023, addressed the problem of the disadvantage of the Rapidly-exploring 

Random Tree Star Algorithm (RRT* Algorithm) which is low sampling effectiveness 

and slow convergence rate in the environment comprised of long corridors, according 

to a large iterations number are demanded in sampling critical nodes [22]. The search 

proposes the Expanding Path RRT* (EP-RRT*) depends on heuristic through 

merging the RRT* Algorithm with RRT-Connect. This combination led to generating 

a quick-finding path in the explored area and expanding the environment to produce 

the heuristic sampling area. This operation was repeated in the heuristic sampling 

area to obtain the solution close to the optimal path.  

3. Rapidly Exploring Random Tree Algorithm (RRT Algorithm) 

RRT algorithm is extensively used for robot path planning which depends on the 

generation of random numbers. It has a search ability in high-dimensional areas 

efficiently and works under many constraints to find the path for the robot. The 

disadvantage of the RRT Algorithm is that it has very high randomization and the 

resulting path is not optimal [23-25]. The RRT is one of the most widely used 

probabilistic planning algorithms [26]. RRT Algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1 for 

generating path details, and in Fig. 2 – for algorithm steps, in which the tree expands 

toward a q random node and selects the nearest node vertex from the tree to continue 
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its expansion from this vertex by a small step toward q random node and define a 

new node which is determined radius r from q nearest point [27]. The Euclidean 

distance is used to compute the distance between two consecutive points, as in the 

next equation [28-30]: 

(1)     d=√(𝑥2 – 𝑥1)
2 + (𝑦2 – 𝑦1)

2. 

 
Fig. 1. Expanding of rapidly exploring random tree 

 

Algorithm 1. Rapidly Exploring Random Tree Algorithm (RRT Algorithm) 

Input parameters: 

qs      starting point 

qg        goal point 

k     length of  step 

H    all  frontier  points  locations in all obstacle (known)  

S     NO. of  samples in random  

Output: 

p    Resulted Path 

Initialization: 

T            Null tree<node, edge> 

Begin 

1 T             Add  s node (root)<qs>  

2 While s  from 0 To S Do 

3    Create s-th sample in  random 

4    qrand node                  position of s-th  sample in  random  

5   qnear node               position of the closest node in T from qrand node 

6       If not is within (qnear node, qrand node, K) Then 

7           qnew  node                 juncture point between line segment linking qrand node and qnear                                                                                             

n                               node, and circle  which radius is k centered at qnear node 

8        Else qnew node               qrand node 

9       If not isTrapped(qnew node, qnear node, H) Then 

10         T             Add node<qnew node> & edge<qnew node, qnear node>  

11     If is within (qnew node, qg, K) Then 

12        T             Add node<qg> & edge<qnew node, qg>  

13        M            path from flast added node{qg} to root node{qs} in T 

14     If [length of P ] > [length of M] Then  P            M 

15        T             remove node<qg> & edge<qnew node, qg> from T           End 

Fig. 2. Algorithm 1. Rapidly Exploring Random Tree Algorithm 

4. Proposed Memorized RRT Optimization Algorithm  

(MRRTO Algorithm) 

The new improvement on RRT is by using memory as an optimization step to store 

the nodes. For every iteration, new nodes are created for two trees, there are two trees 

made one from the start point and one from the goal point. In the original algorithm 
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when a new node is added, the RRT function checks if the node is closer to the goal 

point. In the improved algorithm when a new node is added, the RRT function checks 

if there is another node that is closer to the new node. If there is a node in 0.1×0.1 

diameter where a new node is added then there are two states, one is the node is in 

the same tree, and the other is a different tree. If same tree then we do not need to add 

a new node. If a different tree then we found the path(result) from the start point to 

the endpoint. For this, introduced the idea of visited memory values. Fig. 3 shows the 

work of MRRTO Algorithm.  

 

 
Fig. 3. MRRTO Algorithm 

 

The nodes are saved as visited, if two points have the same value depending on 

point position in memory (computed as in the next equation) then the two points are 

very close: 

(2)    v = int(newnode (x) / 0.1) ×100 + int(newnode (y)/ 0.1), 

where v is the get index of a node position with coordinates (x, y) in memory and then 

changes a position value (x, y) pair to a number. For example: 

v (0, 0) = 0, 

v (0.23, 0.45) = 2 × 100 + 4 = 204, 

v (0.55, 5.75) = 5 × 100 + 57 = 557, 

v (8.89, 9.55) = 88 × 100 + 95 = 8895. 

If two points have the same value with the v function then the two points are 

very closer: 

v1 (3.03, 5.99) = 30 × 100 + 59 = 3059, 

v2 (3.01, 5.92) = 30 × 100 + 59 = 3059, 

(3.03, 5.99) and (3.01, 5.92) have the same index and are very close.  

After a new node is found, get the position index and check if it is registered in 

the visited memory. If registered that means there was a node before that has been 

added to that position. If not registered then check collision-free and add a node to 

the tree (see (3)), where m is defined as a memory, v1 index of the point in memory, 

and v2 index of the new point. Then register the index of nodes_start or nodes_goal 

array to the visited memory with tree_id. Finally, when the node reaches the nearest 

node from the other tree returns the final path, which merges the resulting path from 

the start point with the resulting path from the target point. The dramatic 

                                                                                                              Q goal 
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improvement comes from the meeting nodes. From the original RRT Algorithm, the 

tree from the start point is seeking a goal point by adding new nodes. However, in 

this improved RRT Algorithm, the new nodes from the start point and target point do 

not seek the start/target point. They are seeking a normal node from another tree.  

 
Algorithm 2.  Proposed Memorized Rapidly Exploring Random Optimization Algorithm 

(MRRTO Algorithm)  

Input: 

start   ←  start point 

goal  ←  goal point  

obstacles   ← position set of all (measured) boundary points in all (known) obstacles 

max_iters  ← random samples number 

step_size ← step length  

Output:  

path ← result of path from start point 

nodes_start ← result node tree from start point 

goal_path ← result of path from goal point 

nodes_goal ← result node tree from goal point 

Initialize: 

Nodes_start ← [start] 

Nodes_goal ← [goal] 

visited ←{} Empty Memory 

Begin 

1 Visited ←Register start 

2 Visited ←Register goal 

3     While n ← 0 To max_iters Do 

4  Generate n-th random sample 

5  q rand ← position of n-th random sample 

6   q near ← position of the nearest node in  nodes_start from q rand 

7   q new ← Create a new node with step_size away from q near direction to q rand 

8  q new ← Set q near as parent 

9   If not visited and is_collision_free(q new, obstacles) Then 

10        nodes_start ← Insert q new 

11        Visited ← Register q new 

12  Elif visited by a node from goal Then 

13                path ← get path from q new parent recursive 

14                goal_path ← get path from registered node  parent recursive 

15                Return path, nodes_start, goal_path, nodes_goal 

16  Generate n-th new random sample 

17   q rand  ← position of n-th new random sample 

18           q near r ← position of the nearest node in nodes_goal from  q rand 

19           q new  ← Create a new node with step_size  away from  q near  direction to  q rand 

20   q new  ← Set  q near  as parent 

21  If not visited and is_collision_free( q new , obstacles) Then 

22         nodes_goal ← Insert  q new 

23         Visited ← Register  q new 

24  Elif visited by a node from start Then 

25    path ← get path from registered node parent recursive 

26          goal_path ← get path from q new parent  recursive 

27         Return path, nodes_start, goal_path,  nodes_goal 

Fig. 4. Pseudocode of the proposed MRRTO Algorithm 
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That makes the finding/meeting possibility higher. Using memory takes O(1) to 

find a near node. However, the original RRT Algorithm takes O(n) for speed 

complexity [31]. Memory saves nodes not in add order; it saves in position order. 

Therefore, we can check easily if there is a node near a new node by using this 

memory. The essential work of the MRRTO Algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2, 

Fig. 4. The proposed algorithm assists in finding an efficient path with less 

consuming time, 

(3)    
2 2 1 1if & ,

( )
0 otherwise.

v v v v m
m v

 
 


 

5. Simulation results  

To verify the efficiency and performance of the proposed Memorized Rapidly 

Exploring Random Tree Optimization Algorithm (MRRTO Algorithm) in this paper, 

firstly, the proposed algorithm is compared with the original RRT Algorithm [32]. 

Secondly, RRT- Connect Algorithm [33], RRT* Algorithm [34], Informed RRT* 

Algorithm [35], Smart RRT*Algorithm [36], Extended RRT [37], Dijkstra Algorithm 

[38],  

A* Algorithm [39], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm [40], Ant Colony 

Optimization Algorithm (ACO Algorithm) [41], and the proposed algorithm, are 

compared with each other in a two-dimensional environment with many static 

obstacles shown in the simulation environment. The comparison criteria depend on 

the average path length, time-consuming average in seconds, and average of nodes 

used. Five runs for the original RRT Algorithm and the proposed algorithm were 

implemented at each specific start and end point; the e results are shown in Table 2. 

In addition, the proposed algorithm and all other algorithms used at each specific start 

and endpoint have been implemented ten times, and the average of these criteria is 

shown in Table 3. The results prove that the proposed algorithm reduces the average 

of these measurement criteria. 

5.1. Simulation environment 

This section submits the two-dimensional environment that is used in the simulation 

containing many static obstacles, Fig. 5. The black polygon refers to the obstacles. 

The border is 10 (horizontal) × 10 (vertical) pixels. The title of the implemented 

algorithm and the criteria of path length, time consumption, and number of nodes 

used appear in the screen below. The computer performance specifications used in 

the simulation environment are illustrated in Table 1. Python programming language 

was used to develop the simulation. 
 

Table 1. Specifications of hardware  

Hardware Descriptions 

CPU Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-10210U CPU @ 1.60 GHz   2.11 GHz 

RAM 8.00 GB (7.84 GB usable) 

VGA Intel ® UHD Graphics (4140 MB) 
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Fig. 5. Simulation environment 

5.2. Analysis of simulation results  

Many tries are done by the proposed MRRTO Algorithm and RRT Algorithms to 

check the performance of the robot path planning in many criteria to find the best 

paths from the start point to the target point. Table 2 illustrates the results of path 

planning by the proposed algorithm using many different points for both start and 

end for five tries for each point and how its efficiency is better than the original RRT 

Algorithm in measurements of path length, time consumption, and number of nodes 

used. Fig. 6 shows the first implementation of the first pair of points in Table 2, the 

RRT algorithm, and the proposed MRRTO Algorithm at the start point (1, 1) and a 

target point (8, 8) in an environment containing several obstacles. The path length 

average by using the MRRTO Algorithm for these five implementations of the first 

point is 12, the time-consuming is 0.04s and the number of nodes is 23 compared to 

the original RRT Algorithm where the average path length is 16, the time-consuming 

is 12.37 and the average number of nodes used is 73. All criteria are less by the 

proposed algorithm, which leads to better path quality and more path smoother. Other 

points were also tested and all got better results in reducing path length, time-

consuming, and node numbers used.    

In each result of the path planning in Fig. 6, the blue square refers to the start 

point, the red square refers to the target point, and the green line segment refers to the 

best path between the start point and the target point in the RRT Algorithm. In 

MRRTO Algorithm the red line is path generated from the start point and yellow line 

path generated from the target point. Gray and blue segments are paths (trees) that 

are excluded during the process of path planning.  
 

 
(a)                                              (b) 

Fig. 6. First implementation of path planning with starting point (1, 1) and a target point (8, 8):  

RRT (a), MRRTO (b) 

   Start point 

   Target point 

   Path length 

               Path tree from start point 

               Path tree from target point 
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Table 2. RRT and proposed Mmemorized RRT Optimization algorithm  

Start point; Goal 

point 

RRT MRRTO 

Path length, 

m 

Number of 

nodes 

Time-

consuming, s 

Path length, 

m 

Number of 

nodes 

Time-

consuming, s 

(1, 1); (8, 8) 

17 105 12.97 12 16 0.03 

15 60 18.99 12 33 0.04 

15 77 9.97 12 25 0.07 

15 65 13.95 12 16 0.04 

16 57 6.01 13 26 0.05 

(2, 2); (4, 9) 

15 77 10.96 11 18 0.09 

15 63 7.98 10 24 0.08 

14 66 6.98 10 19 0.09 

13 75 8.98 12 16 0.07 

14 70 5.96 10 15 0.07 

(5, 3); (2, 8) 

14 107 16.8 10 24 0.04 

13 80 14.69 8 31 0.06 

15 97 11.96 9 15 0.04 

13 95 9.97 11 26 0.05 

13 76 9.96 10 18 0.04 

(2, 3); (9.5, 9) 

14 118 11.66 12 22 0,04 

13 62 4.99 12 15 0.03 

16. 78 9.01 11 18 0.04 

16 101 11.97 13 18 0.03 

13 98 11.95 13 19 0.04 

(1, 1); (4, 9) 

14 92 15.78 10 24 0.02 

16 63 7.98 13 32 0.04 

15 57 8.96 13 18 0.06 

17 64 6.98 13 23 0.05 

16 79 17.17 14 38 0.06 

5.3. Analysis of simulation results of the proposed MRRTO Algorithm with other 

path-planning algorithms 

To evaluate the MRRTO Algorithm, it was compared with multiple benchmark 

algorithm scenarios for path planning including sampling-based methods, heuristic 

methods, and metaheuristic methods. The comparison was done in the same 

environment and same start point and target point for each algorithm and for 10 tries 

times for each point and taking the average of important criteria that path planning 

depends on such as Path Length average, Nodes Number average, and Time-

consuming average as shown in Table 3. MRRTO Algorithm achieves a path 

optimization process when an initial path is found and eliminates redundant nodes 

from this path by generating two direction trees one from the start point and one from 

the target point. When a new node is added to the initial tree, the RRT function checks 

if there is another node that is closer to the new node. If there is a node in 0.1 × 0.1 

diameter where a new node is added then there are two states, one is the node is in 

the same tree, and the other is a different tree. If same tree then we do not need to add 

a new node. If a different tree then the path (result) from the start point to the target 

point is found. The results of comparisons with other sample algorithms show that 

the proposed MRRTO Algorithm when compared with RRT* Algorithm and  

RRT-Connect Algorithm reduce in criteria of path length, less time-consuming 

significantly, and the number of nodes used and sometimes is equal in path length 

but in less than in nodes number and time-consuming, and the resulted path near the 

optimal path. In the case of informed RRT*, Smart RRT*, and Extended RRT 
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generate the same or shortest path than the MRRTO Algorithm but the latter gives 

superior results in reducing the time and nodes used in generating the path because 

RRT* and RRT*-Smart offer near neighbor search and rewiring operations, that 

cause to increase execution time and number of nodes used. 
 

  
(a)                                   (b)                                 (c) 

   
(d)                                   (e)                                     (f) 

   
(g)                                          (h)                                       (i) 

  
(j)                                             (k) 

Fig. 7. Comparison of the performance of the proposed MRRTO Algorithm with other algorithms in 

many criteria (Path Length Avg., Nodes Number Avg., and Time-consuming Avg.) with starting point 

(1, 1) and a target point (8, 8): MRRTO Algorithm (a), RRT Algorithm (b), RRT_Connect (c),  

RRT* (d), Informed RRT (e), Smart RRT* (f), Extended RRT (g), Dijkstra Algorithm (h),  

A* Algorithm (i), PSO Algorithm (j), ACO Algorithm (k) 
 

As for algorithms-based graphs such as Dijkstra and A*, the MRRTO Algorithm 

outperforms these algorithms in all criteria and gives the near shortest path for the 
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robot. Metaheuristic algorithms were also compared with the proposed algorithm and 

the results illustrate that the Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm  

(PSO Algorithm) is a little less in path length but requires more time and a very large 

number of nodes used. These factors for time and a huge number of nodes used are 

critical and affect algorithm performance because when the PSO Algorithm uses a 

large number of nodes in its operations, this leads to consuming more memory. This 

easily falls in the local optimum in high-dimension space. In contrast, the proposed 

MRRTO Algorithm where it is very well in this situation. In addition, more time 

consumption is an important factor due to the consumption of energy by mobile 

robots which are powered limited operated by batteries, and the high cost as a result. 

This feature is of paramount importance for uses such as driverless cars, drone 

surveillance, and robotic exploration. 

The MRRTO Algorithm is superior to the ACO Algorithm in all criteria and 

gets path planning near to an optimal solution. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the 

performance of the proposed MRRTO Algorithm with other algorithms in many 

criteria (Path Length average, Nodes Number average, and Time-consuming average) 

with starting point (1, 1) and a target point (8, 8) for 10 implementations of each 

algorithm and show how MRRTO outperforms efficiently to give near-optimal 

solutions and smoother path.  
 

  
(a)                                                            (b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig. 8. Average comparisons result of MRRTO with other path planning algorithms for start point  

(1, 1) and target point (8, 8): path length average (a), nodes number average (b), time-consuming 

average (c) 
 

In Fig. 8, the plots demonstrate all measurements of performance for 

comparisons of the proposed algorithm with other current algorithms for path 

planning and show how the MRRTO Algorithm outperforms efficiently in run time, 
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path length, number of nodes used, and low randomness. In (b) does not mention the 

number of nodes used in PSO Algorithm and ACO Algorithm because it is too large 

and other algorithms does not appear clearly. The proposed algorithm reduces time 

in a high ratio not accessed 1 s and for a number of nodes is about 50% less than other 

algorithms. This led to producing a path with high quality and more smother for 

mobile robots. All results are highly encouraging to utilize this proposed algorithm 

in many real-world scenarios for mobile robot path planning due to the advantages 

achieved.   

 
Table 3. Average of Measurements comparison for MRRTO Algorithm performance with other algorithms 

Start 

point; 

Goal 

point 

Criteria 

Sample-based methods Graph methods 
Metahurstic 

methods 

Memorized RRT 

Optimization 

(proposed MRRTO) 

RRT 

[32] 

RRT- 

connect 

[33] 

RRT* 

[34] 

Informed 

RRT* [35] 

Smart 

RRT* 

[36] 

Extended 

RRT [37] 

Dijkstra 

[38] 

A* 

[39] 

PSO 

[40] 

ACO 

[41] 

(1, 1); 

(8, 8) 

Path Length 

average, m 
12 15 14 12 10 10 11 13 13 10 13 

Nodes 

Number avg. 
23 77 43 55 271 334 69 25 21 20,000 55,465 

Time-

consuming 

average, s 

0.03 6.18 2.61 18.8 2.23 13.08 0.6 1 1 2.5 1.32 

(2, 3); 

(4, 9) 

Path Length 

average, m 
10 15 12 11 10 9 10 11.41 11.41 7.78 11.41 

Nodes 

Number avg. 
17 72 37 56 294 293 57 29 19 20,000 49,719 

Time-

consuming 

average, s 

0.02 8.69 2.98 17.82 2.79 10.9 0.1 1.00 1.00 2.4 1.12 

(6, 3); 

(2, 8) 

Path Length 

average, m 
9 13 11 10 9 9 10 10.41 10.41 6.56 10.41 

Nodes 

Number avg. 
16 88 47 69 280 414 72 35 24 20,000 48,560 

Time-

consuming 

average, s 

0.03 10.30 4.99 31.46 3.70 19.854 0.02 0.99 0.96 2.48 1.12 

(2, 1); 

(6, 9) 

Path Length 

average, m 
12 14 12 11 10 10 11 12 12 9.41 12 

Nodes 

Number avg. 
22 59 38 53 265 232 59 24 16 20,000 55,537 

Time-

consuming 

average, s 

0.04 8.62 1.99 16.03 2.46 13.99 0.04 1.02 1 2.44 1.29 

(2, 2); 

(7, 8) 

Path Length 

average, m 
10 12 10 10 9 9 9 10.41 10.41 8 11 

Nodes 

Number avg. 
19 46 35 35 259 320 37 22 14 20,000 55,317 

Time-

consuming 

average, s 

0.04 6.92 2.01 13.38 2.34 11.03 0.03 1 1 2.45 0.99 

6. Conclusion  

The new MRRTO Algorithm is proposed for solving the limitation of old versions of 

the RRT Algorithm. It successfully demonstrates in various benchmarking 

simulations that it finds solutions earlier than the other current path-planning 

algorithms and that convergence towards the near-optimal solution is submitted. 

General simulation results show that the MRRTO outperforms the original RRT 

Algorithm, and other sampling-based algorithms, graph algorithms, and 

metaheuristic algorithms in terms of reducing time consumption, path length, and 

number of nodes used. This makes the MRRTO Algorithm by using memory as an 

optimization step to store the node produce a more smoothing path and it is a valuable 

instrument for a large diversity of planning scenarios for the robot world. Overall, the 
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results are encouraging and the advancements made possible by the MRRTO 

Algorithm have a major effect on the actual implementation of robots. The 

algorithm’s versatility, efficiency, resilience, optimization of resources, and capacity 

to handle complicated real-world scenarios make it a great tool for improving 

intelligent robotic systems and autonomous navigation. 
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